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This newsletter is for you, the user, to inform you of problems that have been sent in 

from scorers across the nation and the solutions for those problems. We will be sending 

this out from time to time to keep you informed and assist you in usage of the program. If 

you have a problem or issue that needs to be addressed send an email to the editor and we 

will get your problem addressed immediately and keep all of the users informed of the 

problems/solutions involved. 

 

This newsletter is specifically for changes made to the program for the setup of NCWSA 

tournaments. The NCWSA uses special templates for the teams and participants that are 

prepared by the Team Captains for the tournament. The actual event scoring is the same 

as used in AWSA tournaments. 

 

Ramp Height Adjustment For B Team Division Skiers 

A ramp height lower than five feet is now allowed for B Team Division skiers at the 

LOC's option.  The details are in the NCWSA Official Tournament Rules Effective 

January 25th, 2013. 

  

Repeated Reverse Tricks And Flip Positioning Tricks Allowed 

Rule 11.12  F. 2. regarding repeated attempts at reverse tricks and 2013 IWWF/AWSA 

Rules Differences, C 6, regarding this rule and the inclusion of flips as 180 position 

turns.  Details are in the AWSA Official Tournament Rules Effective January 26th, 2013. 

  

Towboat Usage Report 

Be sure to enter the towboats in the Boat Use report before starting to score events or 

there will be a pop-up requesting it. Only the towboats actually at the tournament will be 

in the drop-down lists appearing in the event scoring Windows. 

  

Scorers' Should Review Skiers Score 

After scoring a skier's ride (S T or J) take a quick glance at the final score in the red 

boxes near the top of the screen.  Does it look right?  No matter how good the program is 

and skillful the scorer may be, things can and do happen.  Is it the longest jump allowed 

by the Rules?  Is the buoy count or trick points reasonable and accurate?   

 

Version 1.0.68 will be available later this evening and includes a change to 10 skiers 

when “All Stars” is in the NCWSA tournament name and a tweak to the downloading 

protocol for the program.  

 

I have attached an updated version of the NCWSA manual WfW_4April13v4 and a list of 

additions and changes to the NCWSA format for your work files. 

 

Thanks for participating, Jeff 


